
Poor Husband 361 

C361 Bleeding Control Grass 

Hsu Yan turned her head and looked out the window. She tightly clenched her fingers and said in a low 

voice, "I can't beat you." 

She looked calm and composed, but in fact, her heart was already in a mess. 

She kept thinking about why Zhan Shishen suddenly kissed her. 

But more importantly, she kept telling herself. 

Hsu Yan, you've been deceived once. 

Don't fall for it again. 

Heavens 

C362 An Embarrassing Remark 

"Not yet. I'm sure she's still with the person she wants to be with. Don't disturb me. I'm just walking 

around in the hotel. There won't be any problems. You don't have to follow me. Help me relax here. If 

there's anything, call me. Don't worry, I won't do anything stupid with so many things coming my way" 

Hsu Yan had been refreshed all morning 

C363 Become Friends 

This Zhan Shishen had actually secretly changed this remark for himself. 

This man was actually so emotional in his heart! 

Hsu Yan was a little embarrassed and answered Zhan Shishen's call in front of a little girl. 

She did not want to talk to Zhan Shishen at all. 

"Sister, are you embarrassed? Jiya, I'll help you pick it up!" 

But this little girl was very lively 

C364 The Merits of a Good Wife 

The two women looked at each other, smiled at each other again, and met just like that. 

However, when Hsu Yan said the words' Mrs. Fu ', she clearly felt that there was a flash of unspeakable 

bitterness in Yao Jiayue's smile. 

This made Hsu Yan even more suspicious. Could it be that Yao Jiayue, who had already given birth to Fu 

Zixiao 

C365 Are You Looking at the Road 



She knew Yao Jiayue wasn't hostile, but Hsu Yan heard it. Zhan Shishen's violent disorder was cured by 

using her body fragrance formula. As for his legs, there was no problem at all. Otherwise, why would the 

child in her womb be pregnant before his legs recovered... 

"Hehe, it's just some small tricks that were studied in books. Let's eat first and chat after we're full 

C366 Then Let's Just Eat Together 

She quickly carried Fu Yueya down. When Fu Zixiao looked at her with disgust, the woman's eyes were 

filled with panic again, as if she had made a big mistake. 

On the other hand, Hsu Yan also treated Zhan Shishen as a superior man and woman. However, when 

she saw Zhan Shishen, her personality made her frown. She did not say a word 

C367 Guess the Baby's Gender 

Hsu Yan and Zhan Shishen sat with Fu Yueya in their arms while Fu Zixiao and Yao Jiayue sat across from 

each other. Both husband and wife were very awkward. Fortunately, there was a child to ease the 

atmosphere. 

Yao Jiayue spoke first, "Shishen, I don't know what Hsu Yan likes to eat. The sweet lotus roots in this 

house are not bad. I just took some and a pregnant woman can eat them too 

C368 He Didn't Look at the Road When He Walked Is That Right 

"Good, good, good!" Fu Yueya nodded and agreed excitedly. 

Hsu Yan coughed. 

Under the eyes of this man, Hsu Yan felt her face burning up when she was being talked about carrying a 

boy and a girl, even in a private room. 

"I'm full! There are still a lot of things to do in the company. If there is nothing else, I will go to work 

first." 

She made up an excuse and got up 

C369 It's Just an Act 

Hsu Yan felt Zhan Shishen's eyes were suddenly filled with dissatisfaction. She said consciously, "Director 

Zhan, I'm fine! We should keep a good distance from each other outside. Don't worry, I'll go to work 

now. I'll be a qualified employee." 

She meant that she wouldn't run away, and Zhan Shishen didn't have to follow her around like a ghost. 

Zhan Shishen also saw it 

C370 He Accompanied Her to Do the Birth Check-up 

The woman's face suddenly flashed with self-mockery. 

Zhan Shishen was not afraid of the camera and even hugged Hsu Yan in his arms. It looked like he 

especially doted on the "woman" outside, causing people to capture countless photos. 



He only ordered Qii Zhan coldly with his mouth, "En 

 


